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Abstract: At present, there is no unified evaluation scheme for the unique database project of the
domestic digital library, the evaluation method is not mature, and the statistical analysis workload
of the staff is large. Based on the principle of activity management system, an Internet-based feature
database quality evaluation system is built to automatically review the achievements of personnel
and summarize the evaluation level of feature database. The efficiency of feature database
management and quality management can be improved. Through reducing the construction cost, the
construction hall and construction direction are defined.
1. Introduction
Characteristic database is an important part of database resources [1]. It is a centralized reflection
of the unique resources of the library. This is the core resource to attract library users and improve
social impact. It not only embodies the personality of the library, but also is an important brand of
the library information service competitiveness. In recent years, in order to integrate and collect
local characteristic document resources and highlight the collected characteristic resources, most
libraries have established their own characteristic databases. In addition, in the process of building
and managing characteristic database, the standard and method of building database are also
published. The project management team of CALIS (China Academic Library Information System)
special characteristics database has formulated the quality management measures of CALIS 15th
year plan national university special characteristics library.
2. Quality Control Status of Characteristic Database
The quality management of the characteristic database is a system engineer's ring which can
measure many factors including the appropriateness, practicability, systematization, expansibility
and reciprocity of the database. However, at present, there is not a feasible evaluation method in the
acceptance evaluation of domestic digital library characteristic database project [2]. Caris features,
data specifications, and comprehensive comments on the data volume of each task according to the
expert comment specifications. JALIS (Jiangsu Academic Library &amp; information system,
Jiangsu Higher Education Document Guarantee System) and many regions have the characteristics
of database quality evaluation after CALIS practice. In addition to the adjustment work, the
evaluation of statistical and analytical experts is also needed. Before determining the overall score
of each characteristic database, the staff need to weight the statistical information of each expert
score of each evaluation project according to certain rules. Feature database evaluation is a complex
project, which contains many factors. How to give each evaluation index a reasonable weight is a
difficult problem. In the practice of feature database management, after continuous discussion and
research, the principle of event management system is applied to the quality evaluation of feature
database, which greatly reduces the daily load of staff and improves the efficiency of evaluation[3].
It provides a reliable method for the scientific and reasonable evaluation of characteristic database
quality.
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Figure 1 Quality assessment system
3. The Setting of Event Management System in the Quality Evaluation of Characteristic
Database
Event management system is an information management system, which is designed to manage
large-scale comprehensive events and complex sports events. In addition to basic information,
personnel, project, venue, game arrangement, competition mechanism, constraint mechanism and
other information management functions, it also has the function of competition arrangement and
execution arrangement [6]. The characteristic database quality evaluation has many factors, such as
data type, data quantity, metadata index, network environment and so on[4]. These factors influence
and restrict each other. Using the principle of event management system to establish the quality
evaluation system of characteristic database based on Internet can effectively improve the
management level of characteristic database. This paper takes zadl (Zhejiang University electronic
library, Zhejiang University Digital Library) characteristic database project as an example,
introduces the application of event management system in the quality evaluation of characteristic
database.
3.1. Functional Module
In the quality evaluation system of zadl characteristic database, the function modules are mainly
composed of user center, foreground management, business management, event evaluation and
system management. Management evaluation module, functional evaluation index, evaluation
system, activity management, and related parameter setting of related evaluation module are
completed[5]. The focus is on the parameter setting of the functional module, and the limitation of
the permission authority of the experts who comment.

Figure 2 Scoring flow chart
In order to measure the construction quality of the self constructed characteristic database, we
should investigate from all aspects and seek the opinions of experts, scholars and users in all fields.
The setting of reference weight corresponding to the evaluation index can refer to the existing
experience. The acceptance evaluation of zadl feature database mainly includes four items: database
subject selection, resource content, quality, availability of feature database, and sustainable
development of feature database. Each part contains many aspects. To set and edit the evaluation
index, click the "evaluation index" button, input the evaluation index editing page (see Figure 2),
input the corresponding information, and press the "send" button to finish. Among them, the "order"
attribute is an effective input integer, so it is necessary that the order of system managers is the
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index management of the evaluation system. When the reviewers score, the index sequence page
provides "percentage". In addition, it is necessary to enter a valid number (- 100) for all[6]. The
judge's score result, and the final actual achievement, this value is repeated. Table 1 shows the
benchmark weight setting corresponding to the evaluation index of zadl characteristic database.

Figure 3 Workflow of quality assessment system
After adding evaluation indicators and corresponding reference weights on the evaluation
indicator editing page, click the "evaluation system" button, and the system will automatically
generate indicators and their hierarchies at all levels.
There are three steps to add an event: adding content, adding judges and adding teams. When
adding an event, first select the evaluation system (which needs to be set in advance) and limit the
judgment time of the event. Secondly, input the event content; thirdly, configure the expert
information participating in the review and the feature database information to be reviewed.
Under this function, the administrator can add, modify and delete the information of the
participating teams (that is, the characteristic database of participating in the evaluation), or click a
project in the "participating team" to view the specific evaluation scores of each project.
3.2. Workflow of Characteristic Database Quality Evaluation System
According to the user name and password, the evaluation expert can log in to the characteristic
database quality evaluation system and grade the participating databases[7]. Each evaluation index
and corresponding reference component in the system are set by the manager in advance, so the
final score of each participating data can be calculated automatically, and the final score can be
determined based on the evaluation level of the basic feature database. Users of participating
databases can log in to the evaluation system with effective user name and password, evaluate
themselves according to the evaluation model, and improve the quality of database construction.
4. The Application Effect of Event Management System in the Process of characteristic
Database Quality Evaluation
At the beginning of 2010, zadl characteristic resource management team began to develop
characteristic database quality evaluation system based on event management system. After
continuous discussion and research, the zadl local center (Zhejiang University) solicited opinions
and suggestions from relevant experts and contractors of characteristic database. The system was
completed in September 2010 and entered the trial operation stage[8]. In the trial operation stage,
according to the feedback from all parties, the zadl feature resource management team constantly
improves various functions of the system, striving to make the daily management and quality
management of the feature database more scientific and standardized. On December 27, 2010, at the
Zijingang Campus of Zhejiang University, Liu Xiaoqing (director of Zhejiang local education)
opened the ribbon for zadl. As an important part of zadl, at the same time, the project of
characteristic database is opened, and the quality evaluation system of characteristic database is
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formally used. According to the user name and password, each signature user can log in to the
characteristic database quality evaluation system to display the latest notification and training
information in real time. Or, using the self-evaluation function of the system, self-evaluation is
carried out on the characteristic database established by ourselves to compare various evaluation
parameters and reference weights. Commenting experts also said that user name and password login
can evaluate parameters and system managers according to the set corresponding reference,
according to each component of the comic project, the system will automatically obtain the final
function of the database evaluation level, in order to give experts the results. In addition to ensuring
the daily business of the system, the system manager also needs to maintain the evaluation index
and benchmark weight according to the actual situation, understand the registration and selfevaluation of each host, the login and score of experts[9]. According to the unified deployment of
zadl local center, zadl functional resource management team completed the first batch inspection of
15 feature database projects through feature database quality assessment system on April 9, 2011.
Please complete the final inspection of the second batch of zadl for 18 characteristic database
projects. In the evaluation process of the first badge of the feature database, the evaluation expert
feature database quality evaluation system uses the participating feature database on the scenic spot,
the collection system is the final result set by a set of programs. Which improves zadl. The
efficiency of the characteristic resource management group is convenient for experts to review, and
each contracting unit has a clear construction goal and work direction.
5. Conclusion
The daily management and quality characteristic quantity of activity management system
database are introduced as evaluation, and the evaluation process of management activity process is
investigated. It is found that the information of evaluation experts of system management personnel
can not only be maintained, but also be maintained[10]. There are evaluation indexes and reference
weights at any time. In addition, it has high flexibility and applicability because the registration and
use methods of buildings can be known at any time. Database quality evaluation system is to
automatically calculate the final results of each participating database. Its characteristics determine
the quality level of database construction, improve management level, improve management
efficiency, and save management cost.
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